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MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
WITH STIFFENED EDGES
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose and Scope of Investigation.-The study reported herein
is a continuation of the work of the concrete slab investigation which
has been reported previously* in Bulletins 303 and 304. In par-
ticular, certain mathematical solutions contained in Bulletin 303 are
applied to the simple type of bridge slab which consists of a single
span parallel to the direction of traffic, simply supported on two
opposite edges, and stiffened, usually by curbs, on the other edges.
The span is limited to a theoretical maximum of 30 ft. because the
analysis includes the effect of only one group of wheel loads on the
center line of the span. The front wheels, being 14 ft. from the rear
wheels and carrying one quarter as much load, have a negligible
effect upon the maximum moments developed in the slab, provided
that the span is less than 30 feet. However, when truck trailer
loadings are considered, the second set of wheel loads has an effect
on the maximum moments developed in spans above 25 ft., and
therefore for this extreme type of design loading the results given
here are to be applied only for spans less than 25 feet. Economic
factors which govern the choice of type of bridge are outside of the
scope of this investigation.
Numerical results are given in the form of tables and curves which
permit an investigation of the following effects:
(a) Longitudinal Moment in Slab Under Inside Wheel
Live Load Moment-Single Wheel Load or Group of
Four
Dead Load Moment-Uniform Load (weight of slab)
Dead Load Moment-Edge Loads (weight of curb and
handrail)
(b) Transverse Moment in Slab Under Inside Wheel
Live Load Moment-Single Wheel Load or Group of
Four
Dead Load Moment-Uniform Load
Dead Load Moment-Edge Load
*"Solutions for Certain Rectangular Slabs Continuous Over Flexible Supports," V. P. Jensen,
Bulletin 303, Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois, 1938.
"A Distribution Procedure for the Analysis of Slabs Continuous Over Flexible Beams," N. M.
Newmark, Bulletin 304, Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois, 1938.
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(c) Longitudinal Moment in Slab Under Outside Wheel
Live Load Moment-Group of Four Wheel Loads
Dead Load Moment-Uniform Load
Dead Load Moment-Edge Load
(d) Maximum Moment in the Edge Member
Live Load Moment-Single Wheel Load or Group of
Four
Dead Load Moment-Uniform Load
Dead Load Moment-Edge Load
Only computed values of moment are given. The theory upon
which the computations are based takes account of the vertical
support which is offered to the slab by the edge member, but neglects
the effect of horizontal shear between the edge member and the
slab, and neglects the torsional resistance of the edge member.
The assumption is made that the slab is homogeneous, elastic,
isotropic, and of constant thickness. The effect of the crown in the
roadway is therefore neglected. Reference is made to Bulletin 303
for details of the theory and for the equations which form the basis
for the numerical results contained herein.
Experimental studies are needed to establish with certainty the
degree of approximation contained in the theory and the most
suitable constants to use for a particular slab. One constant involves
the ratio of the moments of inertia of the edge member and the slab.
Practically, if the edge member consists of a curb which is integral
with the slab, the computation requires an arbitrary imaginary
separation of the curb from the slab. This should be based upon a
knowledge of the actual behavior of the structure as a whole, the
shifting of the neutral surface, and its effect on the stresses. Another
constant required is the ratio of the sides of the slab. Since the edge
supports have appreciable widths a choice must be made as to what
constitutes width and span of slab. In the illustrative problems of
Chapter III the ratios of moments of inertia are based upon concrete
sections only, and the ratios of sides are based upon effective spans
and distances center to center of curbs.
2. Acknowledgment.-The investigation of concentrated loads on
reinforced concrete bridge slabs is being conducted in the Engineering
Experiment Station in co6peration with the United States Bureau
of Public Roads and the Illinois Division of Highways. The project
is under the administrative direction of DEAN M. L. ENGER, Director
of the Engineering Experiment Station, PROFESSOR W. C. HUNTING-
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TON, Head of the Department of Civil Engineering and PROFESSOR
F. B. SEELY, Head of the Department of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. General supervision of the investigation is given by
F. E. RICHART, Research Professor of Engineering Materials.
Guidance of the program of the investigation is furnished by an
Advisory Committee having the following personnel: E. F. KELLEY,
Chief, Division of Tests, and A. L. GEMENY, Senior Structural Engi-
neer, representing the Bureau of Public Roads; ERNST LIEBERMAN,
Chief Highway Engineer, and A. BENESCH, Engineer of Grade
Separations, representing the Illinois Division of Highways; F. E.
RICHART and N. M. NEWMARK representing the University of Illinois.
As consultants to the Advisory Committee are W. M. WILSON,
Research Professor of Structural Engineering, and T. C. SHEDD, Pro-
fessor of Structural Engineering, both of the University of Illinois.
The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance given by mem-
bers of the staff and the committee. Particular appreciation is
expressed for the valuable criticisms and suggestions which have been
contributed by PROFESSOR RICHART and PROFESSOR NEWMARK.
Detailed computations have been made by W. A. RENNER and CARL
ROHDE, Special Research Graduate Assistants, and by KEITH LOWE,
senior student in engineering.
3. Notation.-The following notation is used in this bulletin:
a = span of slab (the effective span of the slab as
given by specifications).
b = width of slab (assumed for purposes of com-
putation as the distance center to center of
edge members).
c = diameter of loaded circular area representing
a wheel load.
C = coefficient proportional to moment except for a
load or load-span factor; subscripts x, y, etc.
relate particular coefficients to the corre-
sponding moments Mx, My, etc. as noted in
'the headings above the various tables.
d = effective depth of slab.
E = modulus of elasticity of the material of the slab.
E, = modulus of elasticity of the material of the edge
member.
fc = compressive stress in the concrete.
f/ = tensile stress in the steel.
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h = thickness of slab.
H = - , dimensionless quantity defining the rela-
aN
tive stiffness of the edge member and the
slab; referred to, in the text, as "relative
stiffness of edge member."
I1 = moment of inertia of the edge member.
Mx, My = bending moments per unit of length, acting on
sections normal to the x and y axes respec-
tively, positive when producing compression
at the top of the slab.
Me, Myc = bending moments, Mx and My respectively, at
the center of the slab due to live load plus
dead load.
Mxi = bending moment, M., under an outside wheel
due to live load plus dead load.
Mbeam = bending moment in the edge member, positive
when it produces compression in the top.
Mslab = total bending moment in the slab; a quantity
which could be obtained by integrating Mx
across the entire width of slab.
n = ratio of moduli of elasticity of steel and con-
crete.
Eh3
N = 12(1 2), measure of stiffness of the slab.
p = distributed load per unit of area.
P = concentrated load.
q = edge load per unit of length.
u = distance from the center line of an edge member
to a concentrated load.
v = distance from longitudinal center line of slab to
a concentrated load.
x = horizontal rectangular coordinate taken parallel
to the span of the slab.
y = horizontal rectangular coordinate normal to x
(parallel to the simply supported edges of
the slab).
-= Poisson's ratio of the material of the slab
(assumed in the computations to be 0.15).
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II. MOMENTS IN SLAB AND EDGE MEMBERS
4. General Considerations.-The dead load to be considered in-
cludes the weight of the slab, plus whatever paving allowance is to
be made, and the weight of the curbs or edge beams. The live loads
are taken as the rear wheel loads of two trucks, the group of loads
being placed on the transverse center line of the slab. The spacing
of the wheel loads is taken as shown in Fig. 1. This spacing provides
4 ft. between wheels of adjacent trucks and 6 ft. between wheels on
the same truck.
For the determination of maximum moments in the slab the loads
are placed so that an inside wheel is over the center of the slab.
A slight movement of the group of loads along the transverse center
line will change the moments but slightly under an interior load.
Likewise a considerable movement of the group of loads in the
direction of the span has a small effect on the moments under an
interior load. Consequently the moments computed for this par-
ticular loading represent the values which pertain to a central region
of the slab rather than to a particular point.
Maximum moment in the edge beam occurs at the center and is
computed for a position of the loads which assumes the nearest wheel
to be 2 ft. from the center line of the beam, the remaining loads
being spaced as before. For this position of loads the slab moment in
the direction of the span under an outside wheel is also investigated.
The principal variables to be considered are (1) the shape of the
slab as measured by the ratio of its sides, b/a, and (2) the relative
stiffness of the edge members as measured by the factor H which is
defined in Section 3. Curves of moment are drawn to show the
manner in which the separate moments vary with each of these
factors. The scale of the ordinates to any curve of moments is stated
in terms of the intensity of the applied load. Hence the relative
importance of each of the loads in producing moment at a given
section is not at once apparent from an inspection of the curves.
However, the illustrative problems of Chapter III take account of
actual loads and give, therefore, an impression of the relative im-
portance of each load.
For the purpose of this study Poisson's ratio b has been assumed
to have a numerical value of 0.15. A satisfactory approximation to
Mx and M, for other values of Poisson's ratio may be obtained from
the given values of moment by means of the relations
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M-0 = 1.023 (M 0.15 - 0.15 M "0-16)
M- 0 = 1.023 (M = -0.16 - 0.15 MA=0.15)
and
M -= M/ = 0 + M"=- 0
Y y
A slight error arises through the use of these equations when Pois-
son's ratio enters into the expressions for the curvatures as it does
whenever the supporting beams are flexible. The error, however, is
small and may be neglected for values of Poisson's ratio which
apply reasonably well to concrete.
There is room for considerable discussion of the practice of ob-
taining a value of Poisson's ratio from tests of plain concrete, using
this value in a theory developed for a homogeneous, elastic, isotropic
slab, and applying the net result to a reinforced concrete slab. In its
defense it may be said that it is, in general, on the side of safety to
use a value of Poisson's ratio different from zero. The concrete
which is in compression remains continuous so that Poisson's ratio
must enter into the relations between stresses and strains. It may
be that the inconsistency of applying to a reinforced concrete slab a
theory which is based upon a homogeneous elastic slab is no worse
than the inconsistencies which are inherent in all reinforced concrete
design. On the other hand it is difficult to understand the influence
of Poisson's ratio of the concrete on the stresses and strains developed
in the reinforcing steel, particularly when the cracking of the concrete
is taken into account. At present it would seem that the best
guidance is to be obtained from carefully made tests. The tests*
being conducted at the University of Illinois in connection with this
investigation show, in some instances, a remarkably close agreement
between measured and computed loads on the slab at the yield point
of the steel. In other cases the measured steel strains under the load
differ from the computed values by as much as 20 per cent. Until
conclusive evidence regarding the use of Poisson's ratio in reinforced
concrete slabs is available, it would seem prudent to use a value of
0.15 or 0.20.
5. Moments Due to Uniformly Distributed Load.-The bending
moments M. per unit of length in the center of the slab due to a
*For a first report of these tests see "Tests of Reinforced Concrete Slabs Subjected to Concen-
trated Loads," F. E. Richart and R. W. Kluge, Bul. 314, University of Illinois, Engineering Experiment
Station.
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uniform load over the entire area of slab are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
In Fig. 2 each curve is for a constant value of relative beam stiffness,
Eili
H = - , and illustrates the variation of bending moment with
aN
changing ratio of sides b/a. Curves are given for values of H of
0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and co. For a particular value
of b/a linear interpolation between the given finite values of H will
give moments with satisfactory accuracy. As an alternative, values
may be read from the curves of Fig. 2 at the noted values of H and
may then be plotted to form a curve similar to those shown in Fig. 3.
The required moment for an intermediate value of H may then be
read from this curve.
Figure 3 shows, for particular values of b/a, the variation of
moment M. with relative beam stiffness H. Tabular values of
moment, from which Figs. 2 and 3 have been plotted, are given
in Table 1.
Figures 4 and 5 give values of the bending moment M, per unit
of length due to a uniform load. As in the previous curves, the
variation of moment is shown with respect to the ratio of sides b/a
when H is held constant, and is shown also with respect to H when
b/a is held constant. Numerical values are given in Table 2. In
Fig. 4 one may note the influence of the assumed value of Poisson's
ratio, namely u = 0.15. For large values of b/a the curves approach
a constant value of M, equal to jpa2/8, in this instance equal to
0.15 pa2 /8.
Maximum moments in the edge beam due to a uniform load on
the slab are given by the curves of Figs. 6 and 7. It may be noted
that for a given value of H the moment has a practically constant
value for ratios of sides equal to 2 or more. In other words, an
increase in the ratio of sides, b/a, increases the moment in the edge
beam until a maximum value is reached at approximately a ratio
of 2, beyond which the moment remains practically constant. Nu-
merical values of moment, from which the curves have been plotted,
are given in Table 3. At the bottom of this table is noted a semi-
empirical formula which, for b/a > 0.6, gives approximately the same
results as the series from which the given coefficients were computed.
The moment M. in the slab adjacent to the center of the edge
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For example, consider a slab having a ratio of sides b/a of 1.4, and a
relative stiffness of curb, H, of 0.5. From Table 3 the maximum
moment in the beam is found to be
Mbeam = 0.0301 pa3 .
The corresponding moment in the slab is
0.9775
M -= 0-5- (0.0301) pa 3
0.5a
= 0.471 8 ,
8
which is a little less than half of the maximum moment in a strip of
slab acting as a simple beam. For this same slab the moment at the




An approximate picture of the distribution of moment, Ms, across
the entire slab, resulting from uniform load only, is obtainable from
these values together with the knowledge that the total statical
moment across the entire section must be equal to pa'b/8. The
moment taken by the two edge beams is, when b/a = 1.4,
2 Mbeam = 2(0.0301)pa 3
pa3  b 1





The total moment in the slab is, therefore,
pa2b
Mslab = (1 - 0.344) pa-
8
pa2b
= 0.656 - .
8
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It is easily shown that this total slab moment is consistent with a
parabolic variation between the values indicated previously for the
edges and center of the slab. Such a variation is sketched in Fig. 8.
Similar calculations made for other values of b/a and H show that
the total moment in the slab may be accounted for by a variation in
the form of a parabola of second to fourth degree. On this basis
the moment M. in the slab near the edge beam has been approxi-
mated. Results are shown in Fig. 9 as curves of moment M. in the
slab at a distance of 0.1b from one edge beam, where b is the total
distance center to center of edge beams. Numerical values are given
in Table 4. These moments are needed in investigations of the total
live and dead load moment under an outside wheel.
6. Dead Load Moments Due to Edge Loads.-An infinitely stiff
curb may be said to carry its own weight since its moment due to
edge load only is the same as that of a simply-supported beam. When
it is flexible, however, some of the moment is transferred to the slab,
and a negative bending is induced in the slab in a direction normal
to the curb. The maximum moment in a curb of ordinary propor-
tions is then reduced to a value which may be between 0.5 and 0.9
of the corresponding simple beam moment.
Computed values of maximum moment in the curb are given in
Table 5, and plotted curves are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The values
of relative stiffness of curb vary, as before, from 0 to x. It will
be seen from the figures that there is little variation of moment with
changing ratio of sides when b/a is greater than 1, but that there is a
considerable variation with H. A single curve may be used to ap-
proximate the moment for b/a > 1. The equation of this curve is
H qa 2
max. Mbeam =
H + 0.37 8
where q is the load on the beam per unit of length and a is the span.
The variation of moment with b/a as well as with H is represented
approximately by means of the formula
0.18 (a)3 qa 2
max. Mbeam
0.18 0.44 b 
3  8
This reduces to the preceding formula when b/a is equal to 1.
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The bending moment Mx at the center of the slab due to edge
loads is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 where the variation is shown first
with respect to b/a and then with respect to H. Numerical values
of moment are given in Table 6. The corresponding curves and
numerical values for M, at the center of the slab are given in Figs. 14
and 15 and in Table 7.
The bending moment Mx under an outside wheel near an edge
beam due to the weight of the edge beams may be approximated
by the moment in the slab adjacent to the edge beam. This quantity
is shown by the curves of Figs. 16 and 17, and by the numerical
values of Table 8. The error due to the approximation is of the order
of 1 per cent of the total moment under an outside wheel, that is
1 per cent of the live load plus dead load moment.
7. Live Load Moments.-Live load moments are computed as the
effects of a group of 4 equal wheel loads placed on the transverse
center line of the bridge span as shown in Fig. 1, the successive dis-
tances between wheels being 6 ft., 4 ft., and 6 ft. The entire group
of loads is assumed to be in either of two positions, depending upon
the moment to be determined. The maximum moment in the central
region of the slab is computed at the center of the slab when an
interior wheel is placed at that point. The maximum moment in the
edge beam or under an outside wheel is computed when the outside
wheel is 2 ft. from the center line of the edge beam.
All live load moments are stated as coefficients of P, where P is
the magnitude of each wheel load. The 1935 Standard Specifications
for Highway Bridges of the American Association of State Highway
Officials requires that P shall be 12 000 lb. for H-15 loading and
16 000 lb. for H-20 loading, exclusive of impact. An impact allow-
ance, depending upon the span, must be added to these values.
The moment Mx in the slab under a given wheel may be divided,
for convenience of discussion, into two parts. The first part is the
moment Mox which would occur under the given wheel if it were
placed on a slab of identical span but having an infinitely wide
roadway. The second part is a correction to Max which accounts for
the actual finite width of roadway, with the edges of the slab stiffened
by curbs, and accounts also for the moment resulting from all other
wheel loads. The first part, Mox, requires a special theory to include
the effect of the distribution of the wheel load over a finite area.
The second part is independent of the special assumptions which
may be made relative to the distribution of load in the determination
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of Mo.. For the purposes of this study the magnitude of Mox is
assumed to be given by Westergaard's approximate formula*
Pa
MOX = 2.32a + 8c
where a is the span and c is the diameter of the loaded area, assumed
here to be 1.25 ft. If it is desired to make other assumptions with
regard to Mox it is simply necessary to substitute the new value of
Mox for the part of the total moment given by Equation (1).
Similarly the moment My in the transverse direction at the center
of the slab has been taken as the sum of two parts. The first is Moy,
the moment which would occur under the load in the y direction in a
slab which is assumed to be infinitely long in the y direction. The
second part includes the correction for the actual edge conditions
and includes the sum of the moments My due to all other loads. In
this study Mo, is taken ast
(1 - P.)-
Moy = Mox - (1 - = Mox - 0.0676P (2)
47-
where Max is given by Equation (1). A change in the assumed value
of Mox or of Poisson's ratio will therefore affect M0o.
Consider the moments Mx and My at the center of the slab due to
4 equal wheel loads placed as shown on the sketch in Fig. 18. These
moments depend upon the span of the slab, upon the relative stiffness
of the edge beam, upon the distribution of the wheel load at the
center of the span, and upon the width of roadway. The curves of
moment shown in Fig. 18 give the moments for a 24-ft. clear roadway,
and may be compared with similar curves shown in Fig. 19 for a
26-ft. clear roadway. If a more "exact" theory is substituted for
Equation (1) for Mox the moments will also vary somewhat with the
thickness-span ratio of the slab. For the moments given here it is
assumed that Equation (1) is valid and that the central wheel load is
uniformly distributed over a circular area having a diameter of
1.25 ft. For the purpose of computing the numerical values of
moment from which the curves were drawn, the width b was taken
as 1 ft. greater than the clear width of roadway.
*H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, March, 1930, p. 10.
tH. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, March, 1930, p. 8.
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It may be observed that for short spans the variation of moment
with stiffness of curb and width of roadway is negligible. When the
width of slab is greater than 2.5 times the span, the curves of moment
become as shown in Fig. 20. These moments hold for all values of H
provided that only 4 equal loads, spaced as shown, are involved.
Curves of moments similar to those of Figs. 18 and 19, for other
widths of roadway or for other spacings of loads, may be constructed
with the help of Tables 13 to 15 and Figs. 25 to 41 which are given
in the Appendix. These tables and curves permit the determination
of moments at the center of the slab due to a wheel load at any point
on the lateral center line of the slab. Details are given in the Appendix.
Numerical values of moments, corresponding to the curves of
Figs. 18 and 19, are given in Table 9. The numerical values involve
scaled quantities and therefore are not necessarily accurate in the
last figure.
Computed values of moments, from which the curves of Fig. 20
have been constructed, are given in Table 10.
For bridge spans 25 ft. and less, the moment near the edge of the
slab due to 4 wheel loads is practically unaffected by the width of
roadway. Figures 21 and 22 show curves of moment M. in the slab
2 ft. from the center of the curb when the line of loads is placed as
shown in the sketch on Fig. 21. Considerable variation of moment
with stiffness of edge beam is noted. The numerical values are given
in Table 11.
The maximum moment in the edge beam due to 4 equal wheel
loads is shown by the curves of Figs. 23 and 24. As before, the group
of loads is placed so that the nearest is 2 ft. from the center of the
beam. The moments are given as coefficients of the simple beam
moment Pa/4 which results from a single concentrated load P at the
center. Numerical values, again involving some scaled quantities,
are given in Table 12.
For comparison, there is shown in Fig. 23 the moment in the edge
beam according to the formula
Mbeam = 0.01 Pa 2 ft. -1
which has been proposed by Erps, Googins, and Parker.* For spans
under 25 ft. it is observed that this formula corresponds approxi-
mately to a relative stiffness of beam, as measured by H, equal to 0.5.
Calculations give approximate values of relative stiffness of 0.3 or
*"Distribution of Wheel Loads and Design of Reinforced Concrete Bridge Floor Slabs," IH. R.
Erps, A. L. Googins, and J. L. Parker, Public Roads, Vol. 18, No. 8, October, 1937. The dimensional
character of the constant in this equation is indicated above although this was not so indicated in the
equation as given by the authors.
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0.4 for a span of 24 ft., 0.8 for a span of 12 ft., and over 4.0 for a span
of 5 ft. These values are based upon the concrete areas of curb and
slab, and do not include the effects of steel areas and handrail. If the
handrail acts with the curb as a monolith, the values given are in-
creased several times. There is some possibility that the values given
should also be increased to account for the horizontal shear between
the slab and edge beam, a factor which is neglected in the analysis.
For the purpose of investigating the moment produced in the
edge beam by single loads at any point on the lateral center line of
the slab, additional data given in the Appendix may be used. Figures
42 to 49 give curves of moment resulting from a single load on the
slab, and Tables 17 and 18 give the corresponding numerical data.
These are discussed in the Appendix.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS
8. Illustrative Problem 1.-Consider the problem of designing a
slab to meet the following requirements:
Clear width of roadway, 24 ft.
Span, 25 ft.
Two edges simply supported.
Two edges having curbs.
Pavement allowance, 25 lb. per sq. ft.
H-20 Loading (P = 16 000 lb. without impact).
50
Impact factor = = 0.333.
125 + span in feet
Allowable f, = 18 000 lb. per sq. in.
Allowable fc = 800 lb. per sq. in.
n = 12.
d = h - 1.50 in.
Assume the shape of curb to be a matter of detail to meet safety
requirements, and not dependent upon the results of analysis. Let
the detail of curb be as shown on Computation Sheet 1 of Problem 1
page 20). Assume a trial slab thickness h of 19.0 in. (see Table 14,
p. 160, "Distribution of Wheel Loads and Design of Reinforced
Concrete Bridge Floor Slabs," H. R. Erps, A. L. Googins, and
J. L. Parker, Public Roads, Vol. 18, No. 8, October, 1937.)
Compute the dead loads and the approximate relative stiffness of
curb as indicated on Sheet 1. Great refinement is unnecessary in
computing the moment of inertia of the curb because of doubtful
factors such as the stiffening effect of the handrail and the "T-beam




Deta/V of Curb and Handra//
Assumte /9-'7 Sl/ab, (I/s/ Tr//), 237 lb. per ft.
PatYnŽ A//ow~nce Z /b. per f/.
p = 26Z /lb per ft
Weight of Curb and Han4drb// :
Area fx/2= 72
4X8- = 32
,x 7X 8 = 64
/2x36 = 432
6X33= 198
26X Z = SZ
Total = 850 1n?
Weght per ft. = = 885 /b. per ft
Re/fi/ve Stiffness, H :
E 1, /,I, (/-, )
ao aEh3
E,= E
, = 18(36in approximatel
/H =  -- 0.4 anproh'na 'i/-H=300l@




Moment oe t Load Factor
Location and Source for Various to be Moments
of Moment Stiffnesses b Moment ft6 / in Curbl
H=0.2 H=65 H/.0O Coeffic/ent H=O.Z H=0S H='10
(a).-M Slab Moment at Center- 0(b)
L.L. (4 Wheels) 0.908 0.798 0.723 P= 2/330 19370 /7020 15420
LL. (ni form) Z6Z/. per ft. 0.757 0.61/2 0.512 7a 20500 15520 12550 10500
O.L. (Edge) 885/ per ft. 0136 0.089 0.056 qa= Z2 /00 3000 1 970 1240
Total (with 19" Slab) - 1st Triala -.. -- -. 37890 31 540 27/60
DL.Z(Uniform) 237 lb. per ft.' = 18520 14020 11330 9480
D.L.(Edge) 845 /b.per ft qa. 2/ 00 2870 1880 / 180
Total (with 17" Slab) - 2nd Trial_ _ _-_ 36 60 30230 26080
(b) M -L ateral /Slab Moment- (b.)
L.L.(4 Wheels) 0.353 0.390 0.417 P= 2/ 330 7530 8320 8900
D.L.(Uniform) Z62/b.perftz 0.194 0.244 0.279 yý 20500 3980 5000 5720
D.L. (Edge) 885b. per ft. -0.047 -0.031 -0.020 qa= 22 100 -1040 -690 -440
Total (with /9"Slabh)-lst Trial- --- ---- 10470 12630 14180
D.L.(Uniform) 237 /b. per ft - /1820 3S90 4520 51/70
O.L.(Edge) 845 Ib. per ft qa= 21100 -990 -650 -420
Total (wih h/7" S/a)-nd Trial _ /0/ 130 /2/90 13650
(c)'-M, = Slab Moment Near Edge - (b.)
L.L. (4 Wheels) 0.836 0.649 0.516 P= 2/330 17830 13840 1/000
D.L.(Uniform)Z6Zlb.perft. 0.699 0.497 0.356 = 20500 14330 10190 7300
D.L.(Edge) 885/b.perftf 0.2/4 0.140 0.089 qa= 22100 4730 3090 1970
Total (w//ih /9"Slab) - Ist TrIa/ -- -- _ 36 690 27 120 20 270
D.L.(Uniform) 237 Ib. per ft. -= 18520 12950 9200 6590
D.L.(Edge) 845/b.per ft qa= 2//00 4520 2950 1880
Total (with I? S/lab)- nd Tri/l .. --.-- _-.- 35300 25990 19470
(d).-Mbm =Moment in Curb- (ft. lb.)
Z.L.(4 Wheels) 0.556 0.9Z6 1.189 -g = 133300 74100 123400 158500
D.L.(Wniform,262 lb.perft.2 0.0172 0.0282 0.0357 -af 4 /00 000 70500 115600 146400
DL.(Edge) 885 b.perft. 0.350 0.574 0.730 = 69/00 24200 39700 50400
Total (with /9" Slab)-lst Tr/ial - ' 168800 278700 355300
aLt.(Uniform) 237/b. perft pa=3700000 63600 104300 132/00
D.L.(Edge) 845 /i perfi . I= 66000 23/00 37900 48200
Total (wi/h 17"S lab)-nd Trial .----------. 160800 265600 338 00
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//austral/ve Proh/om /
Sheet 3
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action" of the curb and slab. It is probably unwise to rely upon the
additional stiffness of the handrail in determining the required slab
thickness. The fact should not be overlooked, however, that the
handrail will participate in the structural action of the bridge and
may fail unless designed to resist the stresses to which it is subjected
because of this participation. It is noted that the computed value
of H is 0.4 for the assumed curb and slab.
It will be found convenient to take values of the moment coeffi-
cients from the tables for H = 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0, and, where the ratio
of sides b/a is a factor, to use b/a = 1.0. The moment coefficients
are recorded in the first three columns of figures on Computation
Sheet 2. The load factors obtained from the table headings are given
in the next column. The last three columns give numerical values of
moments obtained by multiplying each moment coefficient by the
corresponding load factor.
It is of interest to observe the variation of moments with the
relative stiffness of curb, H, particularly since it was assumed initially
that the shape of curb was a matter of detail and not of structural
design. Curves of moments are shown on Sheet 3. It is evident that
the design moment for the slab is M.c the moment in the direction
of the span under an inside wheel. For the assumed slab, with
H = 0.4, this moment is approximately 33 000 ft. lb. per ft. of slab.
For the given design stresses this requires a slab 18 in. thick.
One may assume that the reduction in dead load moment and the
increased relative stiffness of curb resulting from decreased slab
thickness will justify a second trial slab thickness of 17 inches.
For this second trial new values of load factors and dead load
moments are computed, as shown on Computation Sheet 2. The
resulting total moments are again plotted on Sheet 3. The recom-
puted relative stiffness of curb is
18 /34" 3
H = - = 0.48
300 17
for which the design moment, taken from the appropriate curve of
Sheet 3, is
M,, = 30 400 ft. lb. per ft.
For this moment the stresses in a slab 17 in. thick are
f, = 17 100 lb. per sq. in.
fc = 800 lb. per sq. in.
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when the steel provided per foot of slab is
A, = 1.57 sq. in.
1 in. round at 6.0 in. centers.
The assumed slab thickness is therefore permissible, and the remain-
ing moments may be determined accordingly.
The moments are indicated by circles on the diagrams of Sheet 3
and are as follows:
Mro = 30 400 ft. lb. per ft.
My, = 12 200 ft. lb. per ft.
AM1x = 26 400 ft. lb. per ft.
Mbeam = 262 000 ft. lb.
The lateral moment Mc is approximately 40 per cent of the
longitudinal moment Mxc. It may be noted of this percentage that
two-thirds is the result of live loads and the remaining third results
from dead load. The percentage indicated by Erps, Googins, and
Parker* accounts very well for the live load requirement for which
it was computed.
The moment M.i in the direction of the span under an outside
wheel is somewhat less than the design moment under an inside
wheel, but not sufficiently so as to warrant changing the spacing of
the main steel in the outer portions of the slab.
To reinforce the curb for a moment of 262 000 ft. lb. is a straight-
forward matter of reinforced concrete design. An approximate
analysis based upon a rectangular section 19 in. wide and having an
effective depth of 31 in. shows that compressive steel is needed as well
as tensile steel. The quantity of tensile steel required in the curb is
considerably greater, per foot of width, than that required in the slab.
9. Illustrative Problem 2.-The slab is required to meet the
following conditions:
Clear width of roadway, 24 ft.
Span, 13 ft.
Two edges simply supported.
Two edges having curbs.
Pavement allowance, 25 lb. per sq. ft.
H-20 Loading (P = 16 000 lb. without impact).
*"Distribution of Wheel Loads and Design of Reinforced Concrete Bridge Floor Slabs," H. R. Erps,
A. L. Googins, and J. L. Parker, Public Roads, Vol. 18, No. 8, October, 1937. See their Table 2, p. 153.
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Impact factor = - = 0.362.125 + span in feet
Allowable f, = 18 000 lb. per sq. in.
Allowable fc = 800 lb. per sq. in.
n = 12.
d = h - 1.50 in.
The details of curb and handrail are as shown on Sheet 1 of the
calculations. Weights and relative stiffness are computed as shown
there.
The ratio of sides b/a is 25.3/13.0 = 1.95. While it would be
entirely reasonable to use moment coefficients for a ratio of 2.0, for
the purpose of illustration the coefficients given on Sheet 2 are those
obtained from the tables by interpolation. They are listed in the
first three columns of figures for H = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0.
Sheet 3 shows graphically the variation of moments with stiffness
H, as well as the proportion of live load to dead load moments. It is
noted that the design moment, M,,, under an inside wheel does not
vary greatly with changing stiffness of curb. It is reasonable that
the moments at the center of the slab should become less affected by
the curb as the ratio of sides b/a becomes larger.
From Sheet 3 the moment M,c is determined for H = 0.73 as
M,, = 16 400 ft. lb. per ft.
for the assumed slab thickness of 13.5 inches. It is found that, at
the given design stresses, a 13-in. slab is required for this moment.
Examination of the dead load moments under (a) of Sheet 2 shows
that the reduction in slab thickness of 0.5 in. will further reduce the
moment Mc, by only about 100 ft. lb. per ft. for all values of H
considered.
The recomputed value of H is
17 325H = -- ( = 0.78, approximately.
156 \13-
The moments are as follows:
MAc = 16 300 ft. lb. per ft.
MAx = 12 000 ft. lb. per ft.
My, = 6 400 ft. lb. per ft.
Mbeam = 69 000 ft. lb.
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Weight per ft. = q = 630 lb. per ft
Re/afive Stiffness, H :
,H = ' -/(.•1) ' 0 .73 Approx/mate/lH a/V = /56 /-Z _5/ .




Lo0ad FactorMoment Coerf/'ents to be Moments
Location and Source for Varlous M/,tol'ed fa /. per f. of Slab
of Moment Stiffnesses b1. Mment f t lb' d Curb
H=0.5 H=O H=2.0 Coefficient H=S HI/.O H=2.0
(a)-hM, Sl/ab Moment at Center- (lb.)
L.L. (4 Wheels) 0.587 0.575 0.566 P= 21800 I2800 12540 /12340
DL.(1ni/Form) 194 lb.perft.2 0.876 0.841 0.815 1= 4100 3590 3450 3340
D.L.(Edge) 630/b. per ft 0.027 0.0/8 0.01/1 qa 8190 220 150 90
Total/ (wih 13.5" Slab) -st Tr/a/" - ----- __ 166/0 16140 /5770
D.L. (Uniform) /88I b. per ft .- 3970 3480 3340 3240
D.L.(Edge) 620 lb. per ft. qaI 8060 220 150 90
-Total (with 13.0 S/ab) -Znd Trl._ -------------- /6500 16030 15670
(b)-Mc L atera S/lab Moment- (lb.)
L.L. (4 Wheels) 0255 0.262 0.266 P= 21 800 5560 5710 5800
D.L(/Unform) 194lb.perft.2 0.209 0.227 0.241 / 4100 860 930 990
D.L.(Edge) 630 b. perft -0.015 -0.009 -0005 qa= 8/90 -120 -70 -40
Total (with 13.5" Slab) - st Tria/ _ _ 6300 6570 6750
DL (/Uniform) 188 lb. per ft.z  3970 830 900 960
Z.L.(Edge) 620 b. perf. qa= 8060 -/20 -70 -40
Total (with 13.0"S/ab)-Znd TriaL ------- _-- 6270 6540 6720
(c)Al, =Slab Momnent Aear Edqe- (ib.)
L.L.(4 Wheels) 0.457 0.391 034/ P1 21800 9960 8520 7430
D.L.Wniform) 94/bh.perft.1 0.625 0.510 0.420 = 4100 2560 2090 /720
D.L.(Edge) 6301b.perft. 0.131 0.085 0.050 qa= 8/90 /070 700 410
Total (w/th 13.5"Slab)-Ist Trial/ _ -- _ -- 13590 11310 9560
D.L. (Uniform) 188b. per ft '2  3970 2480 2020 /670
D.L. (Edge) 620 lb. per ft. qa= 8060 1060 690 400
Total (with /3.0"S/ab)- 2nd Tri/al ______ /13500 11230 9500
(dJ')-MM,,M=oment in Curb (f lb/.)
L.L.(4 Whees) 0.543 0.699 0.819 - 70900 38500 49600 58/ 00
DL. (/niform) /941b.perft. 0.0309 00401 0047/ p_. 426000 13/60 17080 20100
0.L.(Edge) 6301b.perft 0.535 0.698 0.823 -_= 13300 7120 9280 10960
Total (with /3.5"Slab)- st Trial _ - 58780 75960 89/50
DL.1/(niform) /88 b. perft. pa =413000 12760 16560 19450
D.L.(Edqe) 620/ b. per ft 1 = 13100 70/0 9140 /0780
Total (w/h 13.JOSlab)-Z2nd Trial __ -- 58270 75300 88330
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In'this slab the lateral moment is noted to be slightly over 39 per cent
of,the longitudinal moment.
10. Illustrative Problem 3.-The slab is to be designed to meet
the following requirements:
Width of roadway, 24 ft.
Span, 21 ft.
Two edges simply supported.
Two edges having curbs.
Pavement allowance, 25 lb. per sq. ft.
H-15 Loading (P = 12 000 lb. without impact).
50
Impact factor = 125 + span in feet= 0.342.
125 + span in feet
Allowable f, = 18 000 lb. per sq. in.
Allowable f. = 800 lb. per sq. in.
n = 12.
d = h - 1.50 in.
Assume that the same details of curb and handrail shown for
Problem 1 will be used here. Let the trial depth of slab be 14 inches.
The relative stiffness of curb and the loads are computed on
Sheet 1. The moment coefficients, load factors, and numerical values
of moments are shown on Sheet 2. Curves of moments are shown
on Sheet 3.
It is found that the trial slab thickness is satisfactory, and the
resulting moments are as follows:
M- = 19 400 ft. lb. per ft.
M-i = 15 200 ft. lb. per ft.
M,, = 8 600 ft. lb. per ft.
Mbeam = 176 000 ft. lb.
For the principal steel
A, = 1.20 sq. in.
%/-in. round at 6.0 in. centers
giving stresses
f, = 17 600 lb. per sq. in.
fo = 800 lb. per sq. in.





Deta//s as shown on Sheet /, Problem /
Re/at/ve S'f/fness of Curb :
H= 6(3/1 =0.78 approximafe/
1Un/form L oad:
Slab '(1/SO) = 175
Pavement ZF
Total p = OO lb. per ft.2
Edge Load.
Area = 850-5(20) = 750in
Weight, q = (150) = 780 /b. per ft
Wheel Load:
P = /.342(12000) =16600 lb., lncludin"g /mpac/.
Ratio of S/des:
b Cff for =/.
Take fr/oment Coeffl'C/ent for b =2





Moment Coefficients Fator be Moments
Location ana, Source for Various Mu/i//ed ft. lb. per ft of Slab
of Mnoment Stiffnesses y moment ft lb. Ip 7 Curbf l
H=0.5 H=/.0 H=Z.O CoefftiI/ent H'=0s H=LO H=2'.O
(a)-M5=slab Moment at Center- (lb.)
L.L.(4 Wheels) 0.745 0694 0.655 P= 16100 /2000 1/170 10550
D.L.(n/forrm)200 /fperf 2 0.691 0.608 0546 = 11/030 7620 6700 6020
DLZ.(Edq•e) 7601hper ft 0.070 0045 0.026 qa= 16380 1150 740 430
Total (/4"S/ab) 20770 18610 17000
(b)-M' = Lateral Slab Moment- (lb.)
L.L (4 Whee/s) 0.353 0.375 0.390 P= 16100 5680 6040 6Z80
D.L.(/niform)200/b.perf. z 0.246 0.279 0.304 - 11030 2710 3080 3350
D.L.(Edge) 7801b. per ft -0.028 -0.0/8 -0.0/0 a /6380 -460 -300 -160
Total (14"Slab) 7930 8820 9470
(c)-Mx, =Slab Moment Near Edge- (Ib.
L.L. (4 Whees) 0.597* 0.484* 0.399* P 16100 9610 7790 6420
D.L.(Uniform) 2OO lperft.2 0.5 38 0.40 0.299 /= 11030 5930 4420 3300
D.L.(E'dge) 780 lb. perft 0.136 0.087 0051 qa= 16380 2230 1430 840
Total (14"Slab) /7770 13640 10560
(d)-M. = Moment n Curb - (ft./b.)
L.L. (4 Wheels) 0.815 1.046 1.225 3 84500 68900 88400 103500
D.L.(WnIform)200lb, per ft 0.0294 0.0376 0.0438 p'-18 52000 54400 69600 81 /00
D.L.(Edge) 780 lb. per ft. 0.557 0.7/6 0.835 ' 43000 24000 30800 35900
Total (14"Slab) 147300 188800 220500
*Taken from plotted curves.
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MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
The lateral moment, Myc, is 44 per cent of the design moment,
Mxc, requiring 48 per cent of the principal steel when the difference
in depth of steel is taken into account.
IV. CONCLUSION
11. Summary and Discussion.-Consideration is given to the
bridge floor slab, spanning in the direction of traffic, simply supported
on two opposite edges, and stiffened by curbs or beams on the other
edges. Formulas for deflections and moments in the slab and edge
members under various loadings were derived and presented in
Bulletin 303. The analyses take account of the edge conditions at
the boundary of the slab, assuming that only vertical support is
offered to the slab by the edge member. Curves and tables of
moments are given here which permit a critical examination to be
made of existing practices in the design of the type of slab considered.
The loadings which are treated are the following: a concentrated
wheel load at any point on the transverse center line of the slab;
combinations of 4 wheel loads on the transverse center line caused
by passing trucks; a uniformly-distributed load on the slab, the
weight of slab and pavement; a uniform line load on the edge mem-
bers, for example, the weight of curb and handrail. For each of these
loadings the moments determined are the following: the moments
Mx and My under an inside wheel which is placed for convenience at
the center of the slab; the moment M, under an outside wheel near
the edge of the slab; the moment at the center of the edge member.
In the determination of the moment under a wheel load Wester-
gaard's* approximate equation was used together with a correction
factor to take account of the boundary conditions.
Two factors which appear in the formulas have an important
bearing on the moments developed. These are the ratio of the sides
of the slab and the relative stiffness of the edge member. Curves
of moments are so presented that the variation with each of these
factors is apparent.
The stiffness of the edge member has been assumed to be due to
the curb alone. If the effect of the handrail is included in the analysis,
the moment of inertia of the edge support will be increased by an
amount which is intermediate between that due to the horizontal
portion of the handrail alone and that due to a composite of handrail
and curb. The first condition would apply if the posts had no bending
*H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public
Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, March, 1930, p. 10, Equation (66).
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or shearing stiffness, and the second condition would apply if the
posts were capable of acting as the web of a girder. The actual
condition is obviously between these two extremes. Quantitatively,
a simple addition of the handrail as a beam will have a small effect
on H, of the order of 1 to 10 per cent, while a composite action as a
girder will have a large effect on H, increasing its numerical value
from 3 to 15 times, depending upon the actual dimensions involved.
It is apparent that the curb and handrail, although they may have
been detailed from the viewpoints of safety and architectural effect,
have a structural function to perform, and that they will perform
this function to a varying extent which depends upon the stiffness
which they possess. If the nominal reinforcement which is provided
in the vertical members of the railing is overstressed cracks will
open up with a consequent release of part of the moment resisted
by the curb and handrail. The moment which is released is, of course,
transferred to the slab. If the curb and handrail can be made struc-
turally reliable, the effect, especially in the longer spans, is to reduce
the design moment in the slab and, consequently, to reduce the
required slab thickness. In all of this discussion there is neglected
the further effect on the slab of the shifting of the neutral surface in
the neighborhood of the curbs.
Illustrative problems are solved in Chapter III. The slab con-
sidered in Problem 1 has a span of 25 ft. and a curb which is rela-
tively heavy. With this curb the moment under an outside wheel is
87 per cent of that under an inside wheel. As the curb is made smaller
both of these moments increase, the moment under the outside wheel,
however, increasing at a greater rate as shown by the curves on page 22.
The maximum moment in the slab becomes less affected by the
curb as the span becomes smaller or the bridge becomes wider.
This is reasonable, and is apparent from the curve for M.c shown
on page 28 for a slab having a span of 13 feet.
The required area of transverse steel is found to be somewhat
higher than has been previously indicated. This is partly because
the effect of the weight of the slab, a factor previously ignored in its
relation to the lateral moment, is included in the analysis. It may
be noted that the example of a slab of 25-ft. span carrying H-20
loading gives a lateral moment which is 40 per cent of the longitudinal
moment, and that for a 13-ft. span the corresponding value is
approximately 39 per cent. In the example with H-15 loading on a
21-ft. span the lateral moment is 44 per cent of the longitudinal
moment. These percentages are in each case dependent on the
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stiffness of curb used. Increasing the stiffness of curb increases the
percentage of lateral moment.
Complete studies of the reduction in lateral moment near the
ends of the bridge have not been made. However, calculations have
been made to determine the lateral moment under an inside wheel
on a very wide bridge when the line of wheels is at the quarter-point
of the span. This type of bridge has been noted previously as corre-
sponding approximately to a bridge of ordinary width having curbs
with a relative stiffness H of 0.5. Two spans were investigated,
10 and 20 ft., and in each case the live load moment in a direction
transverse to the span of the bridge was found to be between 70 and
75 per cent of the corresponding moment at the center of the bridge.
In these examples the dead load moments at the quarter point, both
longitudinal and lateral, are 75 per cent of the corresponding moments
at the center of the span. From these studies it appears that the
reduction in transverse moment in the slab does not differ greatly,
in percentage, from the reduction in longitudinal bending moment
in an ordinary beam as a moving load traverses the span. The
amount of transverse steel provided at the quarter-point should
probably be not less than 75 per cent of that provided at the center
of the span.
In general, the results of the analysis contained in this bulletin,
when compared with previous results, indicate the possibility of
using a slightly reduced slab thickness with a greater percentage of
moment being carried transversely to the curbs and with a relatively
large moment being resisted by the curbs.
APPENDIX
MOMENTS DUE TO SINGLE CONCENTRATED LOAD ON TRANSVERSE
CENTER LINE OF SLAB
In the text the live load moments have been given as effects of
groups of 4 wheel loads. In certain instances it may be desirable to
investigate the effects of individual wheel loads. This is particularly
necessary if the spacing of the wheels, the width of roadway, or the
number of wheels on the slab differs from that considered in the text.
Consequently, the significant moments due to single concentrated
loads are given here.
Table 13 gives numerical values of the moments M, and My at
the center of a rectangular slab simply supported on 4 sides due to a
load at any point on the transverse center line. For the type of
bridge slab considered, these values apply without modification only
when the edge members are infinitely rigid. In Tables 14 and 15 are
given corrections to Mx and M,, respectively resulting from the
flexibility of the edge members. These corrections are to be added
to the corresponding values from Table 13, as indicated in the table
headings. The additions of the corrective moments to the initial
values are made graphically for M, in Figs. 25 and 34, inclusive,
and for My in Figs. 36 to 40, inclusive. In these figures the abscissas
are relative distances from the longitudinal center line of the slab
to the load. Ordinates represent moments at the center of the slab,
and, for a particular value of H, must be measured from the humped
curve to the base line marked with that particular value of H.
It will be noted that the corrections to Mx are positive, and the
corrections to My are negative.
An example of the use of these curves follows:
Check the moments at the center of the slab due to the 4 wheel
loads considered in Illustrative Problem 1.
From the given wheel spacing and span of slab the following are
the relative distances from the center of the slab to the wheels:
v
-= 0, 0.16, 0.24, 0.40.
a
From Figs. 27 and 37 for b/a = 1.0 the moments are obtained
as follows:



















MV/P Correction for flexibility
forH= H = 0.2 H =0.5 H = 1.0
0.318 -0.024 -0.016 -0.010
0.081 -0.025 -0.017 -0.011
0.049 -0.028 -0.018 -0.011
0.014 -0.033 -0.022 -0.014
0.462 -0.110 -0.073 -0.046
0.352 0.389 0.416
The corrected moments agree with those given on Sheet 2 of the
calculations for Illustrative Problem 1.
When the ratio of the sides of the slab, b/a, becomes greater than
2.8, the effect of flexibility of the edge beams on moments at the
center of the slab becomes negligible. The solution for the infinitely
long slab then applies without modification. Numerical values of
moments for this case are given in Table 16, and the curves are
shown in Fig. 35 for Mx and in Fig. 41 for My.
It is to be noted in all of the curves for Mx and My at the center
of the slab that a modification of moment results when the load is
near the center of the slab, and that the extent of the modification
depends upon the span of the slab.
The maximum moment in the edge member due to a concen-
trated load at any point on the transverse center line of the slab is
given by the numerical coefficients of Table 17, and by the curves
of Figs. 42 to 48, inclusive, when the ratio of sides b/a is 1.8 or less.
The distance from the edge member to the load is expressed here
as a fraction of the width of the slab. When a concentrated load is
at a greater distance from the edge member than twice the span,
the moment in that edge member is negligible for all values of
relative stiffness. The curves of Fig. 49 apply to all slabs having a
ratio of sides greater than 1.8. Numerical values applicable to such
slabs are given in Table 18.
In spite of the variation exhibited by the curves of Figs. 42 to 49
as the ratio b/a changes it will be found practical to use the curves
of Fig. 49 and the corresponding values of moment given in Table 18
for ratios of b/a as small as 1.0. This is because the loads nearest to
the beam have the maximum effect on the moment, and are least
affected by variations in the ratio b/a. It is for this reason that it
has been possible to represent the moment in the curb resulting
from 4 wheel loads on the slab, as shown in Figs. 23 and 24, inde-
pendently of the width of the slab.
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FIG. 1. SKETCH SHOWING POSITIONS OF WHEEL LOADS FOR DETERMINING
LIVE LOAD MOMENTS
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2
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Distribution of ^ , Over 1.2e W/dfh of S/at
FIG. 8. SKETCH SnowING APPROXIMATE VARIATION OF
MOMENT, M., ON LATERAL CENTER LINE OF
TYPICAL SLAB UNIFORMLY LOADED
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FIG. 18. VARIATION OF LIVE LOAD MOMENTS AT CENTER OF SLAB, M, AND My,
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FIG. 19. VARIATION OF LIVE LOAD MOMENTS AT CENTER OF SLAB, M, AND My,
WITH SPAN OF SLAB, a, FOR SLAB OF 26-rF. ROADWAY
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FIG. 20. VARIATION OF LIVE LOAD MOMENTS AT CENTER OF SLAB, M, AND My,
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FIG. 21. VARIATION OF LIVE LOAD MOMENT UNDER OUTSIDE WHEEL, MV, WITH
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Sp/a? n F pee, -a
FIG. 23. VARIATION OF LIVE LOAD MOMENT IN EDGE BEAM, Mbeam, WITH SPAN
OF SLAB, a, FOR ALL WIDTHS OF ROADWAY
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FIG. 25. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, Me, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 0.6
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FIG. 26. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, 1Mx, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 0.8
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FIG. 27. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, M,, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.0
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FIG. 28. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, Mý, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.2




FIG. 29. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, M,, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a= 1.4
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FIG. 30. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, Mý, WITH POSITION












FIG. 31. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, Mr, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.8
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FIG. 32. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, Ms, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 2.0




FIG. 33. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, M,, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 2.4
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FIG. 34. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, MA, WITH POSITION
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V
FIG. 35. VARIATION OF MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, M,, WITH POSITION
OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a > 2.8
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FIG. 36. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, My, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 0.6 (Top GROUP)
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FIG. 37. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, My, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.0 (Top GROUP)
AND WHEN b/a = 1.2 (BOTTOM GROUP)
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FIG. 38. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, My, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.4 (Top GROUP)
AND WHEN b/a = 1.6 (BOTTOM GROUP)
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FIG. 39. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, My, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 1.8 (Top GROUP)
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FIG. 40. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, My, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a = 2.4 (Top GROUP)
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FIG. 41. VARIATION OF LATERAL MOMENT AT CENTER OF SLAB, M,, WITH
POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD WHEN b/a > 2.8
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MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 1
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MOMENT Mx IN CENTER
OF SLAB DUE TO UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = + b/2.




where p is the load per unit of area, and Cx is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of Cx have
been computed from a proper combination of the curvatures given by Equation (137) of Bulletin 303.
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor II. Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15. Curves

































































































































































NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MOMENT My IN CENTER
OF SLAB DUE TO UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y
The moment is given by the equation
+ b/2.
Al. C,.,
where p is the load per unit of area, and C, is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of C, have
been computed from a proper combination of the curvatures given by Equation (137) of Bulletin 303.
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15. Curves
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TABLE 3
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN EDGE BEAM
DUE TO UNIFORM LOAD ON SLAB
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
The maximum moment in the curb is given by the formula
max. Mbeam = C pa
3
where p is the load per unit of area, and C is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of C have
been computed according to the series given by Equation (138) of Bulletin 303 but, for b/a > 0.6,
may be determined from the formula
Approx. C H
7.55 + 17.26 Hcoth (1.38 --- -0.138)
a
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor II. Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15. Curves
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Values of C
H = 0 H = 0.05 H = 0.10 H = 0.20 H = 0.50
0 0.0055 0.0095 0.0150 0.0228
0 0.0057 0.0101 0.0164 0.0261
0 0.0058 0.0104 0.0172 0.0282
0 0.0059 0.0106 0.0177 0.0294
0 0.0059 0.0107 0.0179 0.0301
0 0.0060 0.0108 0.0181 0.0305
0 0.0060 0.0108 0.0182 0.0308
0 0.0060 0.0108 0.0182 0.0309
0 0.0060 0.0109 0.0183 0.0311











APPROXIMATE COEFFICIENTS OF MOMENT M, IN SLAB NEAR EDGE BEAM
DUE TO UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
The moment M. in the slab at points x = a/2, y = ± 0.4b is given by the equation
Ml = C.-8
where p is the load per unit of area, and Cx is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of C, have
been computed from a parabolic interpolation between the coefficients for the center and edge of the
slab, the interpolation being governed by the total statical moment across the center of the slab as
explained in Section 5. The values given are suitable for use in investigating the moment in the slab
under an outside wheel. The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p
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TABLE 5
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN EDGE BEAM
DUE TO UNIFORM LINE LOAD ON EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y =
The maximum moment in the curb is given by the equation
max. Mbeam = C
where q is the load per unit of length on each curb, and C is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical
values of the coefficient C have been computed according to the series given by Equation (144), Bul-
letin 303, but may be determined approximately, when b/a > 0.6, by means of the formula
0.18 + (-a
Approx. C =44
0.18 + 1 + 
b
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio/ is taken as 0.15. Curves
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
Values of C





















































NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MOMENT .1x IN CENTER OF SLAB
DUE TO LINE LOADS INIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED OVER EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x - 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
The moment at the center of the slab is given by the equation
M. = C(qa
where q is the load per unit of length on each curb, and C, is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical
values of Cx have been computed from a suitable combination of the curvatures given by Equation (142)
of Bulletin 303. The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p is taken



















H = 0 H = 0.05 H = 0.10 H = 0.20 H = 0.501 H = 1 H =2 H = 4
0.398 0.336 0.290 0.228 0.139 0.084 0.047 0.025
0.284 0.246 0.217 0.176 0.112 0.070 0.040 0.021
0.211 0.186 0.166 0136 0.089 0.056 0.033 0.018
0.160 0.142 0.127 0.106 0.070 0.045 0.026 0.014
0.122 0.109 0.098 0.082 0.055 0.035 0.021 0.011
0.094 0.084 0.076 0.063 0.043 0.028 0.016 0.009
0.072 0.065 0.058 0.049 0.033 0.021 0.013 0.007
0.056 0.050 0.045 0.038 0.025 0.017 0.010 0.005
0.033 0.029 0.027 0.022 0.015 0.010 0.006 0.003
0.019 0.017 0.016 0.013 0.009 0.006 0.003 0.002
0.011 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001
0.006 0.006 0. 005 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001
0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000















































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 7
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR IMOMENT My IN CENTER OF SLAB
DUE TO LINE LOADS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED OVER EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = b/2.
The moment at the center of the slab is given by the equation
My = -Cqa
where q is the load per unit of length on each curb, and C, is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical
values of C, have been computed from a suitable combination of the curvatures given by Equation (142)
of Bulletin 303. The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p is taken






















































































































































MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 8
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MOMENT Mi NEAR EDGE OF SLAB
DUE TO LINE LOADS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED OVER EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = + 6/2.
The bending moment at the center of the slab adjacent to the curbs is given by the equation
MX = Cxqa
where q is the load per unit of length on each curb and Cx is a dimensionless coefficient. The numerical




See Equation (116) of Bulletin 303. While the moment has been determined as that in the slab ad-
jacent to the curb, it may be used to approximate the moment in the slab a short distance from the
curb, for example under an outside wheel. The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H.
Poisson's ratio m is taken as 0.15. Curves are shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
Ratio of Values of C,
Sides of
Slab
b/a H =0.05 H = 0.10 H = 0.20 H = 0.50 H = 1 H = 2 H = 4 H =
0.6 0.382 0.331 0.261 0.159 0.096 0.054 0.029 0
0.8 0.320 0.283 0.231 0.147 0.092 0.052 0.028 0
1.0 0.287 0.257 0.214 0.140 0.089 0.052 0.028 0
1.2 0.269 0.243 0.204 0.136 0.087 0.051 0.028 0
1.4 0.259 0.235 0.198 0.134 0.086 0.051 0.028 0
1.6 0.253 0.230 0.195 0.132 0.086 0.050 0.028 0
1.8 0.250 0.228 0.193 0.131 0.085 0.050 0.028 0
2.0 0.248 0.226 0.192 0.131 0.085 0.050 0.028 0
2.4 0.247 0.225 0.191 0.130 0.085 0.050 0.028 0
- 0.246 0.224 0.191 0.130 0.085 0.050 0.028 0
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 9
MOMENTS M AND My UNDER AN INTERIOR WHEEL DUE TO 4 WHEEL LOADS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = + b/2.
The moments are determined at the center of the slab due to equal loads P on the lateral center line
at distances of 0, 4, 6 and 10 ft. from the center, as shown in Fig. 1. The load at the center of the
slab is assumed to be distributed uniformly over a circular area 1.25 ft. in diameter. Numerical values
of moment were obtained from Equations (1) and (2) and from large scale curves plotted from the
data of Tables 13, 14 and 15. These values were, in general, for odd span lengths, and were themselves
plotted to a large scale to obtain the values given in the table. The relative stiffness of the curb is



































































































































S=0.50 H = 1 II = 2 1H = 4
0.292 0.292 0.292 0.292
0.340 0.340 0.340 0.340
0.424 0.423 0.421 0.421
0.498 0.494 0.491 0.489
0.561 0.552 0.546 0.541
0.613 0.597 0.586 0.577
0.660 0.634 0.617 0.605
0.698 0.663 0.637 0.620
0.730 0.685 0.650 0.628
0.760 0.702 0.659 0.631
0.786 0.717 0.665 0.632
0.798 0.723 0.667 0.632
0.809 0.729 0.668 0.631
0.830 0.738 0.670 0.628
0.850 0.746 0.671 0.625
0.292 0.292 0.292 0.292
0.340 0.340 0.340 0.340
0.428 0.427 0.426 0.426
0.501 0.499 0.497 0.496
0.565 0.560 0.555 0.552
0.618 0.606 0.598 0.592
0.664 0.644 0.631 0.622
0.703 0.676 0.657 0.643
0.737 0.701 0.673 0.655
0.766 0.719 0.684 0.661
0.793 0.735 0.692 0.664
0.805 0.742 0.695 0.665
0.817 0.748 0.697 0.665
0.839 0.759 0.700 0.664


































HU 1 0.10 1 = 0.20
I
MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 9 (CONCLUDED)
MOMENTS Mm AND My UNDER AN INTERIOR WHEEL DUE TO 4 WHEEL LOADS
Width of Span ofl
Roadway Slab
ft. H = 0 // =0.05i = 0.10 H = 0.20
24 5 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142
6 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157
8 0.185 0.185 0.186 0.186
10 0.207 0.208 0.210 0.212
12 0.225 0.228 0.232 0.235
14 0.240 0.246 0,251 0.257
16 0.253 0.262 0.269 0.277
18 0.265 0.276 I 0.284 0.297
20 0.274 0.288 0.298 0.315
22 0.283 0.300 0.312 0.332
24 0.289 0.308 0.323 0.347
25 0.291 0.311 0.328 0.353
26 0.293 0.314 0.333 0.359
28 0.295 0.319 0.340 0.369
30 0.298 0.326 0.347 0.379
26 5 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142
6 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157
8 0.182 0.182 0.182 0.183
10 0.207 0.208 0.209 0.211
12 0.229 0.231 0.233 0.237
14 0.248 0.253 0.256 0.261
16 0.263 0.271 0.276 0.283
18 0.276 0.286 0.292 0.303
20 0.290 0.302 0.310 0.324
22 0.301 0.315 0.325 0.342
24 0.309 0.326 0.339 0.359
25 0.313 0.330 0.345 0.366
26 0.316 0.336 0.352 0.374
28 0.321 0.344 0.362 0.386
30 0.326 0.350 0.370 0.397
M,/P
H = 0.50 H = 1 H = 2 H = 4 H =
0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142
0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157
0.188 0.188 0.189 0.189 0.189
0.216 0.218 0.219 0.221 0.222
0.242 0.247 0.250 0.253 0.256
0.268 0.276 0.282 0.286 0.291
0.294 0.306 0.314 0.320 0.327
0.319 0.335 0.346 0.353 0.362
0.342 0.362 0.376 0.384 0.395
0.364 0.387 0.403 0.413 0.426
0.382 0.408 0.427 0.438 0.452
0.390 0.417 0.436 0.449 0.463
0.398 0.426 0.447 0.460 0.474
0.412 0.442 0.464 0.477 0.492
0.425 0.456 0.479 0.492 0.508
0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142 0.142
0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157
0.183 0.184 0.184 0.184 0.184
0.213 0.214 0.215 0.216 0.216
0.241 0.244 0.247 0.248 0.250
0.270 0.276 0.280 0.283 0.286
0.296 0.305 0.312 0.316 0.321
0.321 0.333 0.343 0.348 0.355
0.346 0.362 0.374 0.381 0.390
0.369 0.389 0.403 0.412 0.422
0.390 0.412 0.429 0.439 0.451
0.399 0.423 0.441 0.451 0.464
0.409 0.434 0.453 0.463 0.477
0.425 0.452 0.473 0.485 0.499
0.439 0.468 0.490 0.503 0.518
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 10
MOMENTS AT CENTER OF SLAB DUE TO 4 WHEEL LOADS
WHEN RATIO OF SIDES IS GREATER THAN 2.5
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
Four equal wheel loads P are on the lateral center line of the slab at distances of 0, 4, 6, and 10 ft. from
the center of the slab as shown in Fig. 1(a). The load at the center of the slab is assumed to be uni-
formly distributed over a circle 1.25 ft. in diameter. Moments due to the central load are given by
Equations (1) and (2) in this bulletin. Moments due to each of the remaining three loads are given
by Equation (74) of Westergaard's paper, "Computation of Stresses in Bridge Slabs Due to Concen-
trated Loads," Public Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, March, 1930, p. 12. Poisson's ratio , is taken as 0.15.
Curves are shown in Fig. 20.

























MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 11
MOMENT Ms. IN SLAB UNDER OUTSIDE WHEEL DUE TO 4 WHEEL LOADS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
Four equal loads P are on the lateral center line of the slab at distances of 2, 8, 12, and 18 ft. from
the center of the curb as shown in Fig. 1(b). The moment is in the slab under the wheel which is 2 ft.
from the curb. Moments were obtained from the solution given in Section 15 of Bulletin 303. The
relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15. Curves




























































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 12
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN EDGE BEAM
DUE TO 4 EQUAL WHEEL LOADS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = + b/2.
The loads are on the center line of the bridge span and are spaced at distances of 2, 8, 12, and 18 ft. from
the center line of the curb, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Moments at the center of the curb are given by the
equation
Pa
max. Mbeam = Cbeam --
where Cbsea is a dimensionless coefficient given in the table, P is the magnitude of each load, and a is
the span. The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio A is taken as 0.15.
The moment in the beam due to any wheel load was obtained from the deflection function given by
Equation (86) of Bulletin 303. Scaled values are involved in the coefficients for all spans except 5

















































































MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 13
MOMENTS AT CENTER OF RECTANGULAR SLAB SIMPLY SUPPORTED ON
FOUR EDGES (H = ao) AND CARRYING CONCENTRATED LOAD
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a, and y = ± b/2. The moments are
at the center of the slab, point (x = a/2, y = 0), and the load P = 1 is at the point (x = a/2, y = v).
Curves of Mx are given for H = - in Figs. 25 to 34 and My in Figs. 36 to 40. The quantities Max and
MoA depend upon the span of the slab and are given by Equation (1). The moments were computed
from the solution for the infinitely long slab loaded by suitably placed upward and downward loads
(See, for example, A. Nadai, Die elastischen Platten, 1925, p. 84). Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15.
]Ratio Relative Ml M Ratio
of Distance lf MY of
Sides to Load (P 1) (P 1) Sides
b/a v/b (P = 1) (P 1) b/a
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98 ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 14
CORRECTIVE MOMENT Mzcar AT CENTER OF SLAB DUE TO FLEXIBILITY
OF EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = + b/2.
The moments are corrective moments at the center of the slab when a concentrated load is at the
point (x = a/2, y = v) and are to be added to the corresponding moments Mc given in Table 13 for
H = m. The addition is shown graphically by the curves of Figs. 25 to 34 inclusive. The corrections
to M. were computed for values of v/b of 0, 0.10, 0.25, 0.40 and 0.50 from solutions obtained from
Sections 17 and 20 of Bulletin 303. Corrections for the remaining values of v/b were obtained from the























































































































































































































































































































































































































































MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 14 (CONCLUDED)



















































































































































































































































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 15
CORRECTIVE MIOMENT Myeor AT CENTER OF SLAB DUE TO FLEXIBILITY
OF EDGE BEAMS
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x - a and has curbs on the edges y = _ b/2.
The moments are corrective moments at the center of the slab when a concentrated load is at the
point (x = a/2, y = v) and are to be added to the corresponding moments My given in Table 13 for
H = c. The addition is shown graphically by the curves of Figs. 36 to 40 inclusive. The corrections
to My were computed for values of v/b of 0, 0.10, 0.25, 0.40 and 0.50 from solutions obtained from
Sections 17 and 20 of Bulletin 303. Corrections for the remaining values of v/b were obtained from the
previous corrections by a method of non-linear interpolation. Poisson's ratio A is taken as 0.15.
Ratio of Relative
























S0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 =0.30 =0.35 0.40 =0.45
0.060 0.060 0060 0.061 0.062 0.064 0.065 0.068 0.070 0.073
0.050 0 050 0.050 0.051 0.052 0.053 0.054 0.056 0.058 0.060
0.043 0.043 0.043 0.044 0.045 0.045 0.047 0.048 0.050 0.052
0.033 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.039 0.040
0.020 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.023 0.024
0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.014
0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008
0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.050 0.050 0.050 0.051 0.053 0.054 0.057 0.059 0.062 0.066
0.043 0.043 0.043 0.044 0.045 0.047 0.049 0.051 0.053 0.056
0.038 0.03038 038 0.039 0.040 0.041 0.043 0.045 0.047 0.049
0.030 0.03 0031 0.031 0.032 0.033 0.034 0.036 0.038 0.040
0.019 0.019 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.025
0.012 0 012 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.01 0015
0.007 0 007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009
0.004 0.004 0.004  0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005
0.037 0.038 0.038 0.040 0.041 0.043 0.046 0.049 0.052 0.056
0.033 0.033 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.038 0.040 0.043 0.046 0.049
0.029 0.030 0.030 0.031 0.032 0.034 0.036 0.038 0.041 0.044
0.024 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.026 0.028 0.029 0.031 0.033 0.036
0.016 0.016 0.016 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.020 0.022 0.023
0.010 0.010 0.010 0.011 0,011 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015
0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.009
0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005
0.026 0.027 0.027 0.029 0.030 0.033 0.036 0.039 0.043 0.047
0.023 0.024 0.024 0.025 0.027 0.029 0.031 0.034 0.038 0.041
0.021 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.026 0.028 0.031 0.034 0.037
0.017 0.018 0.018 0.019 0.020 0.022 0.023 0.025 0.028 0.031
0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.018 0.020
0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.013
0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.008
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004
0.018 0.018 0.019 0.020 0.022 0.024 0.027 0.030 0.034 0.038
0.016 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.021 0.024 0.027 0.030 0.034
0.014 0.015 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.019 0,021 0,024 0.027 0.031
0.012 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.015 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.023 0.026
0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.017
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011
0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006















































MOMENTS IN SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE SLABS
TABLE 15 (CONCLUDED)










































































4.00 0.000 1 0.000










































0.003 0.003 0.004 0.006
0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005
0.002 0.003 0.003 0.005
0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004
0.001 0.002 0.002 0.003
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003
0.001 0 001 0.002 0.003
0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002
0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.001 0,001
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000

























































































































102 ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 16
MOMENTS AT CENTER OF SLAB DUE TO CONCENTRATED LOAD ON
TRANSVERSE CENTER LINE WHEN b/a Is GREATER THAN 2.8
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y - ± b/2.
The load is at the point (x = a/2, y = v) as shown on the sketches in Figs. 35 and 41. The values of
Mox and M3y which apply when v - 0 are defined by Westergaard's equations, namely,
Mo = 2.32a - , Mo, = Mo - 0.0676P,2.32a + 8c
wherein c is the diameter of the loaded circular area over which the load is assumed to be uniformly
distributed. For the equations of M. and My see H. M. Westergaard, "Computation of Stresses in
Bridge Slabs Due to Wheel Loads," Public Roads, Vol. 11, No. 1, March, 1930, Equation (74), p. 12.
Poisson's ratio A is taken as 0.15. Curves are shown in Figs. 35 and 41.
Mý My























































































*For small values of v/a the values of MI and My should be modified according to the curves of
Figs. 35 and 41 depending upon the span of the slab and the corresponding numerical values of Mox
and Mov.
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TABLE 17
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN BEAM
DUE TO CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SLAB
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y b= /2.
The load P is on the line x = a/2 and is at a distance u from the center line of one curb. The moment
at the center of that curb is given by the equation
Mb-, Pabeam = C--
where C is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of the coefficient were computed by combining
the results of Equations (103) and (125) of Bulletin 303, making due allowance for changes in notation.
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio p is taken as 0.15. Curves







































































































































































































































ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 17 (CONCLUDED)
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN BEAM
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TABLE 18
NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENT FOR MAXIMUM MOMENT IN BEAM DUE
TO CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SLAB WHEN b/a Is GREATER THAN 1.8
The slab is simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = a and has curbs on the edges y = ± b/2.
The load P is on the line x = a/2 and is at a distance u from the center line of one curb. The moment at
the center of that curb is given by the equation
Pa
max. Mbeam - C - 4
where C is a dimensionless coefficient. Numerical values of C have been determined from a solution
in the form of a series which was obtained from the deflection function given by Equation (86) of
Bulletin 303 but, for u/a > 0.2, may be computed approximately from the equation
0.9 + 0.75 u .i
approx. C 0.41 e
1+ H
The relative stiffness of the curb is defined by the factor H. Poisson's ratio g is taken as 0.15. Curves
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Held at the University of Illinois, May 25-27, 1937. 1938. None available.
Bulletin No. 300. Pressure Losses Resulting from Changes in Cross-Sectional
Area in Air Ducts, by Alonzo P. Kratz and Julian R. Fellows. 1938. Sixty-five cents.
Bulletin No. 301. The Friction of Railway Brake Shoes at High Speed and High
Pressure, by Herman J. Schrader. 1938. Sixty cents.
Bulletin No. 302. Fatigue Tests of Riveted Joints, by Wilbur M. Wilson and
Frank P. Thomas. 1938. One dollar.
Circular No. 32. Two Investigations on Transit Instruments, by William H.
Rayner. 1938. Twenty-five cents.
Circular No. 33. Papers Presented at the Twenty-fifth Annual Conference on
Highway Engineering, Held at the University of Illinois, March 2-4, 1938. 1938.
None available.
Bulletin No. 303. Solutions for Certain Rectangular Slabs Continuous Over
Flexible Supports, by Vernon P. Jensen. 1938. One dollar.
Bulletin No. 304. A Distribution Procedure for the Analysis of Slabs Continuous
Over Flexible Beams, by Nathan M. Newmark. 1938. One dollar.
Circular No. 34. The Chemical Engineering Unit Process---Oxidation, by
Donald B. Keyes. 1938. Fifty cents.
Circular No. 35. Factors Involved in Plate Efficiencies for Fractionating
Columns, by Donald B. Keyes. 1938. Twenty cents.
Bulletin No. 305. Summer Cooling in the Warm-Air Heating Research Resi-
dence with Cold Water, by Alonzo P. Kratz, Seichi Konzo, Maurice K. Fahnestock
and Edwin L. Broderick. 1938. Ninety cents.
Bulletin No. 306. Investigation of Creep and Fracture of Lead and Lead Alloys
for Cable Sheathing, by Herbert F. Moore, Bernard B. Betty, and Curtis W. Dollins.
1938. One dollar.
Reprint No. 12. Fourth Progress Report of the Joint Investigation of Fissures
in Railroad Rails, by H. F. Moore. 1938. None available.
Bulletin No. 307. An Investigation of Rigid Frame Bridges: Part I, Tests of
Reinforced Concrete Knee Frames and Bakelite Models, by Frank E. Richart,
Thomas J. Dolan, and Tilford A. Olson. 1938. Fifty cents.
Bulletin No. 308. An Investigation of Rigid Frame Bridges: Part II, Labora-
tory Tests of Reinforced Concrete Rigid Frame Bridges, by W. M. Wilson, R. W.
Kluge, and J. V. Coombe. 1938. Eighty-five cents.
Bulletin No. 309. The Effects of Errors or Variations in the Arbitrary Con-
stants of Simultaneous Equations, by George H. Dell. 1938. Sixty cents.
Bulletin No. 310. Fatigue Tests of Butt Welds in Structural Steel Plates, by
W. M. Wilson and A. B. Wilder. 1939. Sixty-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 311. The Surface Tensions of Molten Glass, by Cullen W.
Parmelee, Kenneth C. Lyon, and Cameron G. Harman. 1939. Fifty-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 312. An Investigation of Wrought Steel Railway Car Wheels:
Part I, Tests of Strength Properties of Wrought Steel Car Wheels, by Thomas J.
Dolan and Rex L. Brown. 1939. Seventy cents.
Circular No. 36. A Survey of Sulphur Dioxide Pollution in Chicago and
Vicinity, by Alamjit D. Singh. 1939. Forty cents.
*Circular No. 37. Papers Presented at the Second Conference on Air Condition-
ing, Held at the University of Illinois, March 8-9, 1939. 1939. Fifty cents.
*Circular No. 38. Papers Presented at the Twenty-sixth Annual Conference on
Highway Engineering, Held at the University of Illinois, March 1-3, 1939. 1939.
Fifty cents.
*Bulletin No. 313. Tests of Plaster-Model Slabs Subjected to Concentrated
Loads, by Nathan M. Newmark and Henry A. Lepper, Jr. 1939. Sixty cents.
*Bulletin No. 314. Tests of Reinforced Concrete Slabs Subjected to Concen-
trated Loads, by Frank E. Richart and Ralph W. Kluge. 1939. Eighty cents.
*Bulletin No. 315. Moments in Simple Span Bridge Slabs with Stiffened Edges,
by Vernon P. Jensen. 1939. One dollar.
*A limited number of copies of bulletins starred are available for free distribution.
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